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Advertise in Tell Tales

...and be seen by hundreds of people in
the Opua area and all of our email subscribers every month
1 year - $330 ($30 per advert)
6 months - $165
3 months - $110
1 month - $55
Call Sheila on 09 402 6924
or email info@opuacruisingclub.co.nz
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COMMODORE’S REPORT

Peter Boyd

Hi everyone,
Yet again we find ourselves in another lock-down, hopefully
for not much longer, as you will all know from last lock
downs the club and its activities are well and truly curtailed
until level 2.
Up until the lock-down the club had seen some very good
winter racing fleets, the two races a day seemed to be enjoyed
by most.
It is great to see the club being used by many members on the Thursday night, with the
First Mortgage Trust draw and the bar tab draw, along with great numbers for the Quiz
and Bingo also. Thanks to the helpers on those nights.
The club improvements are a little stalled due to the lock-down, but should be completed shortly, thanks to all those that have helped.
There is an opportunity to get a few Soling yachts that the club members can look after
and use, if keen please contact me or Budda.
Until next month, stay safe, sail safe (when we can )
Boydie.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Kerry Payne

A bit of a different edition this month.
Due to Covid alert levels we will be online only, so make sure you share it with
your friends and settle down with your phone, tablet or computer for a good
read.
We hear from Gary Hack about their tribulations in the California wildfires, They
sent through a long letter to the club, we only have room to publish some of
their news here, but please get in touch with Gary and Lisa on email CaliforniaKiwi49@frontier.com as they would love to hear from their friends in Opua.
Also this month we have of course the favourites - Quiz and Bob McDavitt’s
weather article, an update on little Maggie our club mascot and, as always, some
great pictures of the racing and social events from Vera.
I have included the Calendar of Events on the last page as always but obviously
what happens when will be dictated by the alert level we find ourselves in at any
given time.
Make sure you subscribe to our emails and like/follow our facebook page to
keep up to date with the evolving situation at the club.
We will also get back into the weekly membsership draw once we can re-open
last time we had a winner for the bar tab - it got to $150.00 before it was won so
we’ll start again at $50 but dont forget the meat pack will also be up for grabs.
Our new season’s calendar will be out in a few weeks so make sure you help
yourself one of those for your wall so you know what’s going on with club and
interclub races and socials for the year.
Lastly, if anyone needs help with anything while we are in lockdown remember
we are all in this together, please get in touch and as a club we will be able to do
something.

SPOT THE YOT - LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK OF TELLTALES, AND WIN!

Karen Donovan is our winner this month, drawn from the list of people who emailed in that
they had spotted the YOT in last month’s edition

How to win -

Scour our newsletter this month to be in the draw to win this great prize, a
dry bag from Burnsco.
Email info@opuacruisingclub.co.nz or call us on 09 402 6924 & let us know whose
advert you have found the little yacht in as well as what you like best about our
monthly newsletter before September 25th to go in the draw.
We really appreciate the feedback, it lets us know what you value about the information we include in Tell Tales every month.
The winner will be announced in the October issue.
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Test your crew!! Pour a drink and check out your expertise with these five quick questions.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

When “course steered” and “distance travelled” are taken into account, the
position arrived at by this method is called a _________________ (DR) from
deduced reckoning.
a.
Distance positioning
b.
Dead Reckoning Position
c.
Estimated Position
d.
LOP Position
These are places that do not have their own tide tables so the information has to
be calculated by using the Tide Differences Table.
a.
Secondary Ports
b.
Main Ports
c.
Primary Ports
d.
Stationary Ports
The term “vessel restricted in her ability to manoeuvre” means a vessel which
a.
Has run aground
b.
Is unable to manoeuvre due to the nature of her work
c.
Is unable to manoeuvre due to low visibility
d.
None of the above
For sailboats from 7M to 20M it is acceptable to use a white torch or lantern if it is
not possible to have sidelights and stern light or one combined sidelight/stern light
above mast.
a.
true
b.
False

a.
b.
c.
d.

What letter does it signify and what meaning does this flag have?
F - Vessel Slowing.
G - Diver down.
F - I am disabled, communicate with me.
G – Vessel aground.

If you struggled with any of the questions or you want to expand your knowledge of sailing theory
take the free eLearning courses at International Yacht Training.
https://www.iytworld.com/courses/course-types/elearning/

Answers on Page 19
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WINE, CHEESE, BEER & SAUSAGE
Photos by Vera and Trish
EVENING
Write-up from Trish Hope
We had a great turnout for our Wine,
Beer, Sausage and Cheese evening.
48 Tickets sold. Great effort as the Jazz
and Blues was on.
We made 8 tables of 6 people, so we
had a great cross section of talent spread
across the tables.

Nina & Tony Kiff and friends were the winners of the night. Well done!
We had some very nice wines to try and the
cheese and sausages were outstanding.
A lot of shenanigans from table no 7… you
know who you are. With $1 coin taped to
your answer sheet as bribery. It will take a lot
more than that to bribe Cess and I.
Phat House Brewery sent some of their Craft Beer so a great opportunity for us all to
try something different. Phat House Brewery is in Haruru so pop in and try their other
craft beers.
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Thanks so much to New World Kerikeri for your
donations of wine, they helped to make our
night a success. It was interesting to taste wine
when the labels are covered, it really tests your
senses and tastebuds.
We also had a great opportunity to try some
different cheeses from our local cheesemakers
Mahoe. Dutch Gouda and Cumin. An acquired
taste but I loved it. Something new to try on
the cheeseboard this summer.
Special mention to Barry, Peini and Barbie, your
homemade sausages were great and very popular
with the tables. Also your help to cook and
prepare was really appreciated.
Allie, great multitasking work all night.
Thankyou
To my team of decorators Manjula and Lynda
great work. Lynda wearing the plastic grapes as earrings did not score your table extra points
on the night haha!
Thank you to all who donated for our evening. I think the photos say it all of what a
fun night we all had.
On behalf of Cess and I thanks so much
everyone.
Trish (Social Fun Director)

See our facebook
page for ALL of the
pictures.
‘Like’ and ‘Follow’
the OCC page so
you get all the news
all the time.
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BOB MCDAVITT’S WEATHER CORNER
WAVES
Wave height is given in metres. The unit for wave height used in marine forecasts are “significant” metres. The “significant” wave height is defined as the mean height of highest third
of all the waves. This is conveniently equivalent to what appears to be the average height of
the waves that in line of sight.

Using the Rayleigh distribution, we can work out the probability of wave height based on
the “significant” height, Hs

1 wave in 7 is higher than Hs, or around 1 per minute
The occasional wave is 1.5*Hs and this the 1 in 100 waves, or around once every 15 minutes
The maximum wave is 2*Hs and this is the 1 in over 1000 waves or around once a day.

So, when the forecast mentions a 2m swell, plan on encountering a 4m wave once per day.
PERIOD
For about a year now, MetService have been mentioning when swells have a long period
(more than 12 seconds). A blog explaining this is at blog.metservice.com/Swell-Period

“Clean” wide spaced swell (Wairarapa Coast-MetService).
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SWELL - EXPLAINED
Basically, waves may be divided into “sea” which is formed by the local wind, and “swell”
which comes from over the horizon. The period of a wave is the time it takes to travel past
a point and can be used to sort sea from swell. Sea waves with short periods (7 seconds or
less) produce choppy conditions that are a hazard to shorter vessels. The shorter the period
the steeper the wave. When the wave is too steep it becomes unstable and BREAKS.
The chaotic wind gusts in storms generate a spectrum of waves of different directions and
heights, and these “sort themselves out” over time to be an organised swell that may travel
for days. Swells have a period over 7 seconds. Longer period swells are further apart and
thus have gentler slopes, however, they travel faster and contain more energy so that when
they roll onshore they break more heavily, making beach, bar and reef conditions more
hazardous. Also, vessels that are longer than one wavelength are prone to resonant motions
causing rolling and pitching.
Using the graph
calculated by Dr.
Dilip Barua and
published in
NATURE at
widecanvas.weebly.
com/nature/archives/06-2018 and
mentioned in my
blog at
metbob.wordpress.
com/2019/02/17/bobblog-17-feb/.
The pink line has a
just manageable steepness factor of 40.
For a 2m swell steepness is manageable when period is 7 seconds or more.
Then the relationship is approximately linear, so we can simply add six to the wave height in
metres to get minimum safe period in seconds.
For a 3m swell the period for manageability is 9 seconds or more.
For 4m swell, 10secs 5m swell, 11 secs, and for a 6m swell, 12secs.
Write these down in your logbook for future reference.
For more information about waves see www.seafriends.org.nz/oceano/waves.htm
Bob McDavitt

Bob McDavitt is our local weather guru that uses /\/\etBoB to provide
weather information for cruising sailors, primarily for those in the
South Pacific.
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NEWS FROM CALIFORNIA KIWI
Ahoy California Kiwi Friends and Crew:
Sorry for being so long in communicating with you but the past month has been
exceptionally difficult to say the least. I am guessing that it is now international world news
that northern California is in the middle of its 2nd worst forest fire storm in its entire history! And guess what?? Lisa and I are in the middle of this terrible fire situation. Although
Lisa and I are now in our 3rd Mandatory Emergency Evacuation situation, we are totally
safe and super fine.
Yes we are in our 3rd round of Emergency Evacuation as a result of this fire
and are staying with Lisa’s daughter in
the Sacramento area having been evacuated just yesterday late afternoon due to
wild wind conditions and 40+ degree
temperatures. And as of 18 August
noon time, our home is still standing
but the fire is only 6km and slowly approaching our very loved “cabin in the
woods” !!!
Thus far this fire has destroyed over 1,500 homes and structures (structures =
barns, garages, business buildings, etc). In addition, it has destroyed all our telephone
service including internet. Thus, my only
good excuse for not communicating is due
to our lack of internet service availability
in our entire region.
Most unfortunate, most
saddening, most disturbing, most heart
wrenching, is the fact that my local
hometown named Greenville was 99.8%
totally burned off the map. A community
of 2,000+ people lost all but its elementary and high school, small supermarket, The view of the Dixie Fire as it is seen above Indian Valley on the evening of
Aug. 18. Photo by Emily Webb
and a church. Absolutely everything else
is gone to the extent that even household appliances such as refrigerators and freezers were
reduced to a small pile of melted metal. Ten to 15 metres of melted small streams of metal is
all that is left of vehicles which did not have drivers to remove. Several home fire chimneys
are all that remain where there were once family homes. Among homes lost were several of
my friends. Fortunately, no personal injuries or lives lost thus far relating to this fire. Lisa
and I live just a few miles out of town and thus far were blessed by the wind gods which
blew the fire in the opposite direction. But as of this letter, the wind gods seemed to have
changed their minds and light winds are currently blowing the fire back towards our home
– thus our 3rd Emergency Evacuation since 24 July.
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CALIFORNIA UPDATE 			

CONT’D

Unlike a terrible fire 3 years previous (“Paradise Fire” – of all names) in which
over 150 persons lost their lives due to an inadequate warning system and 150km winds,
our current fire has not injured a single person nor taken any lives. Much of this of course
is due to lessons learned from the previous fire and significantly improved Emergency Warning Systems such as the NZ Covert Alert system has now been established. It is so much
improved and up to date that Lisa have received about 10 separate warnings including
recommended highway escape routes, evacuation centers, etc.
Given our horrifying forest fire storm situation, the scary resurgence of Covid-19
currently re-sweeping all of America and the equally horrifying political crisis in America,
Lisa and I are looking forward to coming home to New Zealand. WE would be in New
Zealand within the next two days if we did not have the uncertainty of the fate of home in
which we will either have a huge insurance claim to manage or the best possible outcome of
needing no insurance claim to file. Just have to rely on the wind gods.
Believe it or not, Lisa’s daughter and grandchildren had actually stayed an extended weekend at our log cabin home in the High Sierras of Northern California. They
were driving home through one of the
most beautiful highway canyons in western
America when they drove past a small fire
about 50 metres above a rocky river canyon
bank. There were 3 fire trucks and about 12
firemen already on the fire scene (I actually
have photographic proof ) but the terrain was
too steep and rocky to access, but super easy
and accessible for helicopter water bombing.
However, at this beginning stage the fire was
on private land, not federal forest property and thus for some unbelievable political and
legal reason the Federal Forest fire fighters service were NOT permitted access over the land
to put out the fire ?? So they just monitored the early fire and thus what started out as a 50
mt square fire has now destroyed over 600,000 acres and still totally out of control as of 17
August.
Oh, I forgot to mention that this fire was 100% man caused and is NOT by any
stretch of the imagination a natural (lightening) caused fire. The fire has been tracked to a
power pole transformer sparking and malfunction !!!
Lisa and I were first evacuated on or about the 24th of July about a 10 days after
the fire started over 100km from our small town. At this point this was the 2nd biggest fire
on the west coast of the USA as the state of Oregon was also suffering from an even larger
fire. Over 4,000 firefighters were eventually assigned to the fire including about 20 huge
US Air Force fire bombers, 120+ water drop bucket helicopters, and some 575 fire break
bulldozers.
Most unfortunate, the 2020/2021 winter in Northern California FAILED to
deliver any ample snowfall or rain – thus northern California experienced one of its driest
winters on record. When I arrived here in April and flew from LA to Sacramento, I flew
over the foothills of California where there are over 100 man made lakes and reservoirs – all
were less than 1/3 full when they should have been in near snow melt fold conditions and
110% full. 						Continued on page 14
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ARE YOU MISSING BEING OUT ON THE WATER DURING LOCKDOWN?
Does it feel hard being away from your favourite fishing spot? Do you long for wind in
your sails, and seabirds circling overhead? What if you could do something during lockdown to make future trips out into the Bay even better?
Fish (and seabirds) die from ingesting
the plastic and the toxins found in
cigarette butts. Washed into culverts
in heavy rain, cigarette filters can
take up to 10 years to degrade, while
toxins leach into the water. ‘New
Zealand’s cigarettes are now the
largest source of plastic waste in our
ocean’ (Māori Public Health 2019).

Lockdown is a perfect time to join other Opua locals working together for a ‘Butt-Free Bay
of Islands’.
Here’s how:
• Walkers - Instead of discarding the next bread bag, put
it in your pocket next time you head out for a walk – use
it as a glove to pick up the first 5 butts you see - while
saying to yourself wisely, ‘ It’s not my litter but it’s my
ecosystem.” Tie up the bag and drop it into the next litter
bin.
• Businesses – Follow the role model of Paihia TOP 10
Holiday Park – install a butt bin (see pic) for your own
and visiting smokers – and set up a regular system to safely
empty it.
• Kids – paint up an Eclipse mint tin with pictures of fish - give it to a smoker you know ask them to keep it in their pocket, car or handbag as a spill-free portable ashtray.
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CALIFORNIA UPDATE 			

CONT’D

But the good news is that our former President of the USA – the AFP (Alternative
Facts President – Trump) assured all of America that Climate Change was a huge HOAX –
WOW so very comforting to know – but for some strange reason there are some 1,200 families who have thus far lost their homes are not convinced of the former president’s climate
hoax claims. And neither am I, as our home, as of this letter – 18 August, is still standing
but within one hour or 8km of an uncontrolled arm of the fire. The only thing which
stands between our home and this horrible fire are the wind gods who control the intensity
of the wind and its direction.
As a sailor, it is ironic that for the first time in my life I am praying for absolutely
NO WIND Please ! ! !
Our first evacuation resulted with the fire nearing less than 5km from the west of
our log cabin with fire ash falling like snow onto our home decks and lawn to the extent that
there was about 2mm per hour landing on our property. My car parked outdoors was completely covered with ash to the extent that I could not even see out of the windscreen. OH,
HELL this is time to get the heck out of here !!!! Although most of the ash was pine needles,
we did get chunks of tree bark about 75mm in size and charcoal black.
Lisa and I went to a friends home which is right on a large lake just below a
national park named Lassen National Park. We stayed at a house on the east shore of Lake
Almanor which was supposed to be safe as it was on the opposite side of the lake where the
fire was heading. However, within a few days we observed dark red glows of the fire in
the night sky approaching us. At this stage not too much of a concern until we awoke and
observed huge fire flames burning trees on the opposite (west side) of the lake. But when
the winds kicked up and again large pieces of ash were falling on our temporary home, “OH
HELL – Here we go again – and we were forced by County Sheriff mandated orders to flee
again.
In addition to my home,
I also inherited my family 10 acre
campground property in a town
named Greenville. The State and
Federal Forest Departments did
a fantastic job of preparing for
the fire and protecting what may
have been heading for Greenville
- constructing fire lines, sending crews to clean and remove as
much ground fire fuel as possible
(pine cones, fallen tree twigs and
branches, pine needles, tree leaves.
What no one could prepare for were the massive 90km winds which sent flaming fire amber
through the sky and landing on every home and structure in Greenville. Everyone saw it
coming and had less an hour of evacuation time to get out of town. The huge 40 metre
flames fanned by 80km winds was totally unrelentless against 3000+ firefighters 200 fire
engines, etc.
The fire totally burned our town entirely off the map.
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CALIFORNIA UPDATE 			

CONT’D

Three additional small towns about the size of Opua are being threatened today and once
again their survival as well as Lisa and my home is totally in the hands of the wind gods. If
the winds subside, all
can and will be protected and most likely saved.
Our personal home
cabin has already been
designated and put on
the Can Be Saved list.
There are enough fire
engines (575+) in the
area which have already
been designated specific
homes to protect. Fortunately, Lisa and I have
spend two summers
clearing and removing as much forest fire fuel (pine needles, tree branches, dead grass and
leaves) that it will make fire fighting easier for the crews. We have also installed a highvolume water pumping system with sprinklers ready to totally wet down our home exterior
walls as well as all our decking. However, this will be of no value should the fire destroy the
power lines of electricity to our home resulting in no power to run our water pumps. At least
one if not two fire engines and their crews will be assigned to protect our home if and when
it comes to that point. I have talked to fire engine crews who have arrived from all over the
entire western region of the USA – Wyoming, Montana, Los Angles, San Diego, the state
of Washington, All in all there are over 6,000 fire fighters not counting the National Guard
( USA state military Army) controlling the highway intersections and controlling who and
what enters into our local regions, effectively protecting our home from looters!
Now if you are truly bored . . . here is a link which will show you the actual updated every
hour (24/7) all the fire activity of this terrible fire.
Our exact home location can be located on this map using the following co-ordinates:
Latitude = 40.06425 North
...
Longitude = 120.82749 (west)
https://caltopo.com/map.html
Gary and Lisa have more news to
share and would love to hear from
their friends back in Opua.
Please get in touch by email
CaliforniaKiwi49@frontier.com
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RACING PICTURES

Vera Haussman

New World Sunday Race 8 August 2021
More on the Opua Cruising Club facebook page

See our facebook
page for ALL of the
pictures.
‘Like’ and ‘Follow’ the
OCC page so you get
all the news all the
time.
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NOT A YOTTIE
Oh dear! Another lockdown. The thing is that this particular Delta virus is much more aggressive than the original virus.
It seems to have reached most corners of our lovely country. Covid
can be very debilitating and can leave its victims unwell for a very
long time afterwards with brain fog and unaccustomed tiredness, etc
– not like ‘flu that is over and done with once you recover from it,
and now Northland being lumped in with Auckland, what’s that all
about?
In the meantime we’ll be breaking out the jig-saws and
baking once again and the garden is going to be lovely with no
excuse to put off those tidying jobs.
Opua Store is doing its usual sterling job, just remember to wear a mask, record
your visit and use the hand sterilizer. It’s quite strange in the Marina with no-one about
apart from a few people taking the air and the oyster boat is still operating – marine farmer!
I heard some very disappointing news recently. Some traps that had been set to
catch predators along the Opua – Kawakawa cycle track have gone missing. Why? They’re
available FREE at the Honey Centre on Puketona Road so you don’t need to steal them.
I seldom go to the doctor but I’ve been feeling under the weather for a few months
now and eventually made an appointment for 14th June and was referred to Whangerei
Hospital for the dreaded colonoscopy. Surgery was booked for Monday 9th August to
remove a malignant tumour, I was in hospital for a week and had so many visitors and
flowers and cards. Thank-you everyone for spending the time to make me feel loved. I’m
well on the way to getting my energy back now. I didn’t realise just how busy I kept myself
until I had to stop. Indoor bowls on Monday evening in Opua Hall, I’m tea lady for Probus
– thank-you Georgie for standing in for me, plus on the Probus committee, calling Bingo a
couple of times a month for the Club – thank-you Trish for taking over for me, and thankyou Georgies’ table for my lovely Get Well card – so thoughtful. My knit and natter group
on Friday, breakfast on Sunday with friends plus my Wednesday date for shopping and a
coffee and croissant at the Packhouse Market café in Kerikeri, and the lunch clubs. So many
people have been kind enough to keep in touch with texts and phone calls that it’s been a really humbling experience. The bonus is that a call from my case manager at the hospital has
let me know that all of the nasties have been removed and I don’t have to have chemo. How
lucky can one person be?
The hens are still laying even though they’re moulting, the grass is still growing and
being mown plus the seeds are getting sown in the greenhouse and Spring flowers are bright
and cheerful. I’m so looking forward to Summer and no lockdown.
Keep safe and well from Jo
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Hello everyone,
I’m growing up fast! I spend four days a week
at daycare and I love hanging out with all of my
friends.
I enjoy spending time outside in my overalls.
The sand pit is my favourite and dad loves it
when I bring home lots of sand in my clothes.
I’m not quite walking but I spend lots of time
standing and climbing to explore around the
place.

I’m quite the daredevil on my plastic trike bike.
I do lots of talking and chatting.
I’m quite clever in the bath and I like to lie on my tummy and kick my feet.
I’ll be happy swimming at
the beach, just waiting for
that summer weather.
I love riding my rocking
horse!
I eat most foods, am still
getting the hang of using
my own spoon but I will
get there.

Maggie
Answers to Quiz from page 5
1.b. Dead Reckoning Position 2.a. Secondary Ports 3.b. Due to the nature of her work
4.b. False 5.c. F - I am disabled, communicate with me
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CALENDAR SPONSOR - JB MARINE
JB MARINE, NORTHLAND’S SPECIALISTS IN
MARINE ENGINES & SERVICING

We are Northland’s premiere Marine engineers with over 30
years’ experience. Providing servicing and on-site
maintenance for a large range of engines and drive systems.
We specialise in Volvo Penta and Yanmar outboards and our
have staff trained in most other makes including Mercury,
Mercruiser, Yanmar, Suzuki and more.
At JB Marine our staff are
qualified and experienced
marine service technicians
who all share a commitment
to the highest standards of
workmanship and care. Our
marine service technicians
know first hand the
importance of reliable equipment, and the fundamental
impact this has on an enjoyable and safe boating experience.
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TRADE DIRECTORY
Please support our sponsors
Without the kind support of all our
advertisers and sponsors, the OCC simply
wouldn’t be able to produce this magazine.
So, please show your support in return, use
the products and services advertised in Tell
Tales whenever possible. Make sure you tell
them you found them here

Yacht & Launch Brokers – NZ Wide Sales
Valuations – Berthage – Appraisals – Marine Insurance
Agencies - J Boats & Pescador 35 Launch

Vining Marine Northland

Unit 28B Baffin Street, OPUA

www.vinings.co.nz

Rob 027 3322535

robw@viningmarine.co.nz

OPUA 2012

WE SPECIALISE IN:
Batteries
Solar panels
LED lighting
Stockists of Pratley Adhesives
Marine installation & repairs
Unit 6, Opua Marine Park, Bafﬁn St, Opua
Tel/Fax: 09 402 7177
www.marineelectricsopua.co.nz

OPUA

B OAT BUIL DE RS LT D
ALTERATIONS  REPAIRS
TEAK DECKS  WOODWORK  FIBREGLASS
P 021 236 1721 E opuaboatbuilders@gmail.com
Unit 1, 15 Baffin Street, Opua Marine Park
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SHIVER ME
TIMBERS .. at Bay

of Islands ITM

we KNOW THE
ROPES to make all

your building projects

PLAIN SAILING
“We’ll see you right”

• New Racing & Cruising Sails • Repairs, Recuts & Alterations
4 Norfolk Place, Kerikeri
T: 09 407 8153 M: 021 786 080
W: www.willissails.co.nz • E: info@willissails.co.nz

All Racing and Social events will only take place at Alert Levels 1 & 2
subscribe to our emails or follow us on facebook for up to date news
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Monday

September 2021

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
1 Membership
Draw $$$

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

2

3

4

29

10

11

5

Father's day

6

7

8

Annual Membership
Draw - Big Prizes!

Membership
Draw $$$

13

20

14

Committee Meeting

21

15

16

17

23

24

Membership
Draw $$$

22

18

19

25

26
13:00 New World
2 Sail Series Race 5

Equinox

28

29 Membership
Draw $$$

13:00 New World
Winter Series Race 5

Lunchtime BBQ Cruise

Membership
Draw $$$

27

12

30

School Holidays Start

For latest calendar updates see www.opuacruisingclub.co.nz/events

